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Abstract. Results of a Kyiv Planetarium audience survey are discussed.
Kyiv Planetarium has a "Big Zeiss 4" projector, a fulldome projection
system, a dome 23 meters across, and 300 seats. Having presented a
program to up to 300 visitors at once, it is not easy to examine the general
public understanding of basic astronomy, to get feedback on the program,
and to estimate the educational impact on the public. Strategically designed
questionnaires were used to find out what are visitors’ personal
experiences and previous knowledge. Questions in the questionnaire can be
conditionally divided into several groups: - a) personal data (age,
education); - b) astronomical knowledge and observational experience
(attendance of astronomy lessons at school, observation of interesting
astronomical phenomena such as eclipses, comets, meteors, experience of
watching the sky through a telescope, age of the Earth and the Universe,
reasons for seasonal changes and Moon phases, the brightest star,
constellations that the visitor knows, number of planets in the Solar
system, the biggest planet in the Solar system, how often do visitors read
about space related topics); - c) visitors’ personal beliefs like their attitude
towards horoscopes and extra-terrestrial life; and - d) visitors’ attitude
towards planetarium itself, likes and dislikes, topics for future programs,
expectations, sources of information about Planetarium, and number of
their visits to planetarium. I discuss the results from 147 questionnaires
that were gathered back, the most common misconceptions and public
beliefs are revealed.

1 Audience survey
147 questionnaires were gathered from family visitors who were attending several
planetarium programs on different days. The programs attended are: “Myths and legends of
the starry sky”, “Guests with tails – comets”, “Dinosaurs – the great error of nature?”, “Trip
to the greatest observatories of the world”, “Astro-Quiz”. Results from the questionnaires
are given below in Table 1.
Besides basic statistics some cross-study has been done to compare the results and
attitudes towards astrology/astronomy in such samples: 1st time visitors to 3rd and more
times visitors. It was also interesting to see if there is any difference in astronomical
knowledge and astrological beliefs depending on visitors’ age, education, astronomy
lessons at school, experience of observing through telescopes. Results of the cross-check
study are given where appropriate.
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2 Results
The survey results (see Tab.1) show that many people visit the planetarium for the first time
(58%), while 26% have visited 3 or more times. Even first-time visitors have some basic
astronomical knowledge (they marked that they read or listen from time to time to space
news in the media). The easiest question for the audience was “What is bigger - the Earth the Moon - the Sun?”, 98% gave the right answer, while the most difficult question was
about the age of the Universe (6% of correct answers). The age of the Earth got 48% of
correct answers. Surprisingly only 12% of respondents chose the wrong answer on the
question about change of seasons (88% correct), and 73% chose the correct answer about
reason for Moon phases. Only 53% called Jupiter the biggest planet. 23% of our audience
had astronomy lessons at school, and the same fraction has experience of observing through
a telescope. Very few (27%) named Sirius as the brightest star in the night sky, while 39%
said Polaris was the brightest. Most popular constellations are Ursa Major and Minor, Canis
Major and Minor, and the Zodiac constellations (not surprisingly). Some visitors listed
quite a lot of constellations, not only the most common, while other visitors invented their
own constellations such as Polar Cross, Colliseum, the Pleiades, Snakes. 66% mentioned
they had observed phenomena like eclipses or comets. 56% believe in extraterrestrial life,
and 68% believe in horoscopes.
Table 1. Results of the audience survey.
All
visitors
(%)
100

1st time
visitors
(%)
58

3rd time
visitors
(%)
26

38
25
14
7
16
25

37
31
17
10
5
21

42
5
11
5
37
37

23

17

47

Have observed celestial phenomena
(eclipses, comets, meteors, strange celestial
phenomena – possible UFOs)

66

57

74

Reason for the Moon phases – correct
answers

68

67

63

73

81

53

88

83

95

The biggest planet in the Solar system is
Jupiter - correct answers

53

50

58

Age of the Earth is about 4.5 billion years

Age of the Universe is about 14 billion years

48

32

The brightest star on the night sky is Sirius correct answers

6

50

27

19

37

56

52

74

Percent of visitors
Age:
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-30
Above 30
Audience with education past high school
Had astronomy lessons at school

Have experience of observing through
telescope

Do believe in horoscopes

Reason for seasons’ change - correct
answers

Do believe in extra-terrestrial life existence

2

23

17

10

42

5
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3 Discussion
The results correspond in general to the world trends published as a result of previous
studies [4-15]. The cross-study reflected that the majority of categories of questions
correlate with public knowledge of astronomy. For example, among 3rd time visitors there
are more people who had astronomy lessons at school (42% vs. 17% in case of 1st time
visitors), had looked through a telescope (47% vs. 17%), had observed interesting celestial
phenomena (74% vs. 57%), do not believe in horoscopes (37% vs. 33%), are readers of
astronomy magazines and web-sites (79% vs. 60%). More 3rd time visitors in comparison to
1st time visitors chose the correct answer for explaining why seasons change (95% vs.
83%), which is the biggest planet in the Solar System (58% vs. 50%), and which is the
brightest star in the sky (37% vs. 19%).
Surprisingly, fewer 3rd time visitors in comparison to 1st time visitors know about the
reason for the Moon phases (53% vs. 81%). Fewer 3rd time visitors know the age of the
Earth (32% vs. 50%) and the age of the Universe (5% vs. 10%). More 3rd time visitors
(74% vs. 52%) do believe in extra-terrestrial life existence. These unexpected trends are to
be explained. May be the reason lies in the age distribution among 1st and 3rd time visitors:
there are more people aged 6-10 years or above 30 in the 3rd time visitors group. The
younger ones may not yet know the answers, and the older ones may have forgotten the
numbers (like age of the Earth or of the Universe) already.
In case of horoscope believers versus non-believers there is no correlation with higher
education - education past high school (surprisingly, 72% of visitors with higher education
do believe in horoscopes, and the fraction of people who believe in horoscopes among all
visitors with all kinds of education amounts to 68%). Similar situation is seen among those
who observed celestial phenomena (73% of horoscopes believers with observing
experience vs. 68% of all the horoscopes believers), but some correlation exists with
astronomy education at school (65% vs. 68%), experience of observing the sky through a
telescope (59% vs. 68%), and number of visits to planetarium (60% vs. 68% in case of 3rd
and more times visit to Planetarium).
One may suggest that people with education past high school should be more critical
thinking and less likely to be horoscope believers. According to our data, that suggestion is
not supported (72% of visitors with higher education do believe in horoscopes, and the
fraction of people who believe in horoscopes among all visitors with all kinds of education
amounts to 68%). In spite of this difference with education is statistically insignificant at
the level of 94%, one explanation may be that people with higher education have access to
more sources of information (for example, internet) in comparison to people with basic
education. And these sources may be overwhelmingly contaminated with horoscopes
predictions and astrological propaganda.
The biggest impact on believing in horoscopes based on the data, is the experience of
observing the sky through telescope (59% vs. 68%), and number of visits to planetarium
(60% vs. 68%). Our data has shown that depending on age there are fewer horoscope
believers among 11-15 years old children (61% vs. 68%), and adults above 30 years old
(58% vs. 68%), while the critical number of 100% horoscopes believers is reached in the
age group 21-30 years old.
As a conclusion, according to our data, it is statistically significant that people with
astronomy experiences (observing the sky through telescope, higher number of visits to
planetarium, astronomy lessons at school) are less likely to be horoscope believers. And
correlation of higher fraction of horoscope believers among those with education past high
school and among those who observed celestial phenomena (such as eclipses, comets,
meteors, strange celestial phenomena – possible UFOs) is not statistically significant at the
same level.
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The results will be used as a base for creating new and modifying already existing
lectures and audio-visual shows, and for developing exhibits.
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